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How to measure shoe size: 

1. Get a piece of paper and put it on the floor.
2. Sit down and place your foot on the paper. It’s worth keeping a pair of your regular socks on to get the best idea on how big 
you need your shoes to be.
3. Get a pen or pencil and trace around your foot.
4. Using a ruler, draw a straight line on the edges of your foot, including the toes, the side and your heel.
55. Measure the length and width of your foot. Use the ruler to calculate the inches between the two parallel lines on the 
adjacent lines on either side of your foot – both top to bottom and side to side.
6. To accommodate a bit of natural space between your foot and the straight lines, subtract 3/16ths of an inch from each 
number. (Use a calculator if working this out gives you a headache!)
7. Once you have the figure, use the figures below to see what your actual shoe size is.

Size 6: 9" or 22.5 cm
Size 6.5: 9 3/16" or 23 cm
SSize 7: 9 5/16" or 23.5 cm
Size 7.5: 9 1/2" or 23.8 cm
Size 8: 9 11/16" or 24.1 cm
Size 8.5: 9 13/16" or 24.6 cm
Size 9: 10" or 25.1 cm
Size 9.5: 10 3/16" or 25.4 cm
Size 10: 10 5/16" or 25.9 cm
SSize 10.5: 10 1/2" or 26.2 cm
Size 11: 10 11/16" or 26.7 cm
Size 11.5: 10 13/16" or 27.1 cm
Size 12: 11" or 27.6 cm

Our shoe size guide (above) gives you the exact dimensions as well as allowances of every
Oxford shoe in our range, with a universal fit so you need only decide on which colour/leather
best suits your needs. Any prominent footwear maker should be able to provide this for you on request or feature it 
alongside their footwear. 

The designer or brand should have a clear idea of how their shoes fit. For instance at Percy Stride we know our shoes tend
to lean on the wider side, knowing an 8.5 will fit comfortably into our size 8’s. 
If you are unsure about sizing always ask to speak to someonIf you are unsure about sizing always ask to speak to someone, especially if you are shopping online just for that added 
confidence, here at Percy Stride we offer full fitting advice to you if you request or you can try our blog “What is my shoe 
size” for more infomation. 

Please take into consideration the following: 
• Leather will tend to soften over time, accommodating your natural foot shape
• Always make sure primary components are in place such as a shank, toe cap and back stiffener for support
• Look for a shock absorber on the heel, this will extend the life of the shoe and make the wearing experience better
•• Speak to the brand, if you are worried your feet are too wide or too narrow after measuring they should find a viable option 
for you and if they cannot they should not encourage you to buy ill fitting shoes; Know your feet!
Footwear brands that cater for wide/narrow feet:

Franklin Bespoke Footwear
Padders Footwear
Widefitshoes.co.uk 

For extra narrow or extra wide feet the choice can be limiting and the task near impossible and as a footwear designer I 
do sincerely apologise for that. I would suggest a bespoke shoemaker if that is an option for you or aids such as insoles, 
heel lifts, cushions as temporary measures. At Percy Stride we cater for a wider than “average” foot size and are happyheel lifts, cushions as temporary measures. At Percy Stride we cater for a wider than “average” foot size and are happy
to discuss this with you in more detail, you can contact us by clicking here or view the full range here. 

Another option available is to visit Springline in Northampton for a consultation. They create, design and manufacture 
bespoke footwear lasts to your dimensions. Once you have bespoke lasts you can take these to any shoemaker in the 
country and design your own footwear on them, meaning you are able to have a pair of shoes that fits you perfectly time
and time again. It is an expensive process but one that will pay off. Instead of trawling the shops
or internet and taking risks, you will be safe in the knowledge you can get shoes that help you and your feet foreveor internet and taking risks, you will be safe in the knowledge you can get shoes that help you and your feet forever. 
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